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Organizational Behaviour, 6ce is the most studentengaging comprehensive book in the market. It makes
OB relevant to students, no matter what their
background, work experience or their career goals. Note:
If you are purchasing an electronic version, MyOBLab
does not come automatically packaged with it. To
purchase MyOBLab, please visit MyOBLab or you can
purchase a package of the physical text and MyOBLab
by searching for ISBN 10: 0132935287 / ISBN 13:
9780132935289.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in
Organizational Behavior. Captivate the class with a clear
writing style, cutting-edge content, and compelling
pedagogy. Robbins/Judge provides the research you
want, in the language your students understand. This
text continues its tradition of making current, relevant
research come alive for students.
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that
awakened the world to the destruction of American
Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall Street
Journal). First published in 1970, Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its frank and
heartbreaking depiction of the systematic annihilation of
American Indian tribes across the western frontier. In this
nonfiction account, Dee Brown focuses on the betrayals,
battles, and massacres suffered by American Indians
between 1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes and
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their renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud,
Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who struggled to combat the
destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully written
and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee inspired a generation to take a second
look at how the West was won. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Dee Brown including rare photos
from the author’s personal collection.
Robbins: Leading the way in OB Organisational
Behaviour shows managers how to apply the concepts
and practices of modern organisational behaviour in a
competitive, dynamic business world. Written and
researched by industry-respected authors, this continues
to be Australia’s most popular text for introductory
courses in organisational behaviour. A new suite of
learning and teaching resources that will excite future
managers and inspire critical thinking, accompanies the
text.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes
For courses in organizational behavior. A streamlined
presentation of key organizational behavior concepts
Essentials of Organizational Behavior teaches readers
how to communicate and interact within organizations,
through real-world scenarios. The text offers
comprehensive coverage of key organizational behavior
(OB) concepts, making each lesson engaging and easy
to absorb. Readers can use the book's concepts to apply
what they've learned to their own education, future
career plans, and other organizational endeavors.
Currently used at more than 500 colleges and
universities worldwide, Essentials of Organizational
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Behavior serves as a popular resource so readers can
learn and understand the most important concepts in
OB. With updated research and the integration of
contemporary global issues, the 14th Edition focuses on
the most relevant OB concepts that resonate with
readers. Also available with MyLab Management
MyLab(tm) Management is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text
to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. Note:
You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab
Management does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab
Management, ask your instructor for the correct package
ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyLab
Management, search for: 0134639596 / 9780134639598
Essentials of Organizational Behavior Plus MyLab
Management with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package 0134523857 / 9780134523859 Essentials of
Organizational Behavior 0134527275 / 9780134527277
MyLab Management with Pearson eText -- Access Card
-- for Essentials of Organizational Behavior
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose
the format that best suits their learning preferences. This
option is perfect for those students who focus on the
textbook as their main course resource. Important
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Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.

Robbins: Leading the way in OB Written as an
alternative to Robbins’ larger Organisational
Behaviour text, OB: The Essentials is an applied and
focused text that will help your students to quickly
grasp the essential elements of OB. In an engaging
13 chapter format, this book retains the fluid writing
style, academic rigour and extensive use of
examples that are trademark features of the Robbins
texts. While there are less chapters, the book
continues to provide cutting-edge content that is
often missing in other OB books – this is not merely
a subset of material from Robbin’s Organisational
Behaviour text; it was written from the ground up to
present all the essential content in a shorter format.
This new text will have broad appeal; particularly to
visual learners who will appreciate the lively design
and extensive use of examples and photographs to
aid comprehension and retention of concepts. New
co-author Dr Michael Jones of the University of
Wollongong brings his avid enthusiasm for student
education as well as a solid research background in
motivation, commitment and business operations to
the new text. Reviewers and users of the Robbins
texts regularly report that they are ‘conversational’,
‘interesting’, ‘student-friendly’ and ‘very clear and
understandable’. Packed full of pedagogical
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features that will engage and stimulate your
students, OB: The Essentials will ensure that they
are getting a sound understanding of OB. Features
such as the ‘Applying Knowledge’ and ‘Student
Challenge’ boxes prompt students to apply and
think strategically about what they have just learnt.
Robbins/Judge provides the research you want,
written in reader-friendly language and accompanied
with the best-selling self-assessment software, SAL.
What Is Organizational Behavior?; Foundations of
Individual Behavior; Attitudes and Job Satisfaction;
Personality and Values; Perception and Individual
Decision Making; Motivation Concepts; Motivation:
From Concepts to Applications; Emotions and
Moods; Foundations of Group Behavior;
Understanding Work Teams; Communication; Basic
Approaches to Leadership; Contemporary Issues in
Leadership; Power and Politics; Conflict and
Negotiation; Foundations of Organization Structure;
Organizational Culture; Human Resource Policies
and Practices; Organizational Change and Stress
Management; Globally accepted and written by one
of the most foremost authors in the field, this is a
necessary read for all managers, human resource
workers, and anyone needing to understand and
improve their people skills.
For introductory courses in Organizational
Behaviour, Organizational Psychology, Industrial
Psychology, and Human Relations in departments of
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management, public administration, psychology,
social work, political science, and education.
Organizational Behaviour, 6ce is the most studentengaging comprehensive book in the market. It
makes OB relevant to students, no matter what their
background, work experience or their career goals.
MyOBLab is not included with the purchase of this
product.
This second European edition of this classic
textbook brings the exceptional introduction to
organizational behaviour written by the masters of
the subject, and adapts it to meet the needs of
students studying in Europe today. Fully updated
and revised, this adaptation continues the tradition of
making current, relevant research come alive for
students, while maintaining its hallmark features –
clear writing style, cutting-edge content and
compelling pedagogy. This new edition offers reallife examples drawn from a global range of
organizations including Google, Cadbury, Apple,
Capital One, Microsoft, Lego, Ferrari and more, plus
up-to-date insights into the latest research and hot
topics from across the world. Key features include:
‘Myth or science?’ boxes, which provide repeated
evidence that common sense can often lead us
astray in the attempt to understand human
behaviour, and that behavioural research offers a
means for testing the validity of common-sense
notions. ‘OB in the news’ which prepares students
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to recognise and evaluate OB issues which often
appear in the news when presented with them in
newspapers, magazines, TV, etc. ‘Face the facts’:
these boxes highlight interesting facts from recent
surveys that emphasise key aspects of the text. For
example, diversity across Europe, the extent of
employee engagement, and the popularity of
working in teams. "As a whole, the content of the
book is strong, and is well-structured with a
European focus.” Mohammad Lafiti, Uppsala
University, Sweden
Introduction to management and organizations -Management history -- Organizational culture and
environment -- Managing in a global environment -Social responsibility and managerial ethics -Managers as decision makers -- Foundations of
planning -- Strategic management -- Organizational
structure and design -- Managing human resources
-- Managing teams -- Managing change and
innovation -- Understanding individual behavior -Managers and communication -- Motivating
employees -- Managers as leaders -- Introduction to
controlling -- Managing operations.
For courses in organizational behavior. A
streamlined presentation of key organizational
behavior concepts Essentials of Organizational
Behavior teaches students how to communicate and
interact within organizations, through real-world
scenarios. The text offers comprehensive coverage
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of key organizational behavior (OB) concepts,
making each lesson engaging and easy to absorb.
Students can use the book’s concepts to apply what
they’ve learned to their own education, future career
plans, and other organizational endeavors. Currently
used at more than 500 colleges and universities
worldwide, Essentials of Organizational Behavior
serves as a popular resource so students can learn
and understand the most important concepts in OB.
With updated research and the integration of
contemporary global issues, the 14th Edition focuses
on the most relevant OB concepts that resonate with
students. MyLabTM Management not included.
Students, if MyLab is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor
for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should
only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Instructors, contact your Pearson rep for more
information. MyLab Management is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students
and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test
their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts.
When Business and Personal Values Collide
“Defining moments” occur when managers face
business decisions that trigger conflicts with their
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personal values. These moments test a person’s
commitment to those values and ultimately shape
their character. But these are also the decisions that
can make or break a career. Is there a thoughtful,
yet pragmatic, way to make the right choice?
Bestselling author Joseph Badaracco shows how to
approach these dilemmas using three case
examples that, when taken together, represent the
escalating responsibilities and personal tests
managers face as they advance in their careers. The
first story presents a young manager whose choice
will affect him only as an individual; the second, a
department head whose decision will influence his
organization; the third, a corporate executive whose
actions will have much larger, societal ramifications.
To guide the decision-making process, the book
draws on the insights of four philosophers—Aristotle,
Machiavelli, Nietzsche, and James—who offer
distinctly practical, rather than theoretical, advice.
Defining Moments is the ultimate manager’s guide
for resolving issues of conflicting responsibility in
practical ways.
For courses in organizational behavior. A streamlined
presentation of key organizational behavior concepts
Essentials of Organizational Behavior teaches students how
to communicate and interact within organizations, through
real-world scenarios. The text offers comprehensive coverage
of key organizational behavior (OB) concepts, making each
lesson engaging and easy to absorb. Students can use the
book's concepts to apply what they've learned to their own
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education, future career plans, and other organizational
endeavors. Currently used at more than 500 colleges and
universities worldwide, Essentials of Organizational Behavior
serves as a popular resource so students can learn and
understand the most important concepts in OB. With updated
research and the integration of contemporary global issues,
the 14th Edition focuses on the most relevant OB concepts
that resonate with students. MyLabTM Management not
included. Students, if MyLab is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor for the
correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your
Pearson rep for more information. MyLab Management is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed
to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts.
Discover OB with Robbins! Organisational Behaviour brings
the subject to life with the very latest research and the finest
business examples and practices from around the globe. Its
hallmark approach of clear writing style, cutting-edge content,
and engaging pedagogy provide: * a clearly explained threelevel model of analysing behaviour by looking at the
individual, the group and the organisation system * an easy-toread design which breaks material into manageable sections
* a rigorous and engaging introduction to the principles,
theories and practices of Organisational Behaviour, and * an
understanding of why these principles are important and
relevant (whether or not you ever become a manager). View
the online brochure Personalise learning with immersive
content, tools and experiences MyManagementLab is
designed with a single purpose in mind: to improve the results
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of all higher education students, one student at a time. By
bringing business concepts to life, it helps improve your
results.It's a system designed to work alongside this text so
you can practice what you learn, test your understanding and
pursue a personalised study plan that helps you better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts.
MyManagementLab combines homework, revision and
adaptive multimedia learning tools with an eText version of
Organisational Behaviour. Interactive exercises will build up
your skills and encourage self-reflection, for example, NEW
Personal Inventory Assessments, NEW 'Think Like a
Manager' videos and decision-making simulations. Access
can be via laptop, iPad or Android devices, making
MyManagementLab perfect for when you study on-the-go.
Available for separate purchase or in a Value Pack. Pearson
recommends including MyManagementLab with your eBook
or textbook purchase.
Appropriate for a one-semester course. This revision of
Fundamentals of Organizational Behavior presents all the
essential topics in Organizational Behavior in a concise and
readable format. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour
takes a practical, outcomes-based approach, applying
organizational behaviour concepts to both modern
organizations and everyday life.
This text contains updated material on responding to global
and cultural diversity, with discussions of globalization,
workforce diversity and ethics.
NOTE: MyManagementLab does not come packaged with
this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyManagementLab search for ISBN-10:
0133973018/ISBN-13: 9780133973013. That package
includes ISBN-10: 013392081X/ISBN-13: 9780133920819
and ISBN-10: 013397149X/ISBN-13: 9780133971491." ""For
courses in Organizational Behavior." "Essentials of
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Organizational Behavior "is a comprehensive work that
covers key concepts of the Organizational Behavior field
while remaining brief in length and easy to absorb. Teaching
readers how to understand and interact with people in real
organizations, the Thirteenth Edition is an engaging,
informative and interesting text that draws many connections
to future careers in OB. "Essentials of Organizational
Behavior" helps readers retain and relate only the most
necessary information and experiences of Organizational
Behavior to their own lives and future careers. Its brevity and
coverage of essential concepts allows for a source material
that is easily adaptable to a broad range of people. Also
available with MyManagementLab(R)MyManagementLab is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and
improve results. Within its structured environment, students
practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts.
This book is the first Southern African edition of Stephen P.
Robbins's Organizational Behaviour, the best-selling
organisational behaviour textbook worldwide.
Forundergraduate and graduate courses in organizational
behavior. Help studentsbetter understand their behavioral
and interpersonal skills Longconsidered the standard for all
organizational behavior textbooks, OrganizationalBehavior
provides the research you want, in the language yourstudents
understand. This text continues its tradition of making
current,relevant research come alive for readers. The
Updated 18thEdition has been thoroughly revised to reflect
the most recentresearch and business events within the field
of organizational behaviorworldwide, while maintaining its
hallmark features — a clear writing style,cutting-edge content,
and intuitive pedagogy. There’s a reason why
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Robbins’stextbooks have educated millions of students and
have been translated intotwenty languages — and it’s
because of a commitment that provides the kind ofengaging,
cutting-edge material that helps students understand and
connect withorganizational behavior.

Organizational BehaviorPearson College Division
This revision of Fundamentals of Organizational
Behaviourpresents all the essential topics in
Organizational Behavior in a concise and readable
format. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour,
Third Canadian Edition, takes a practical, outcomesbased approach, applying organizational behaviour
concepts to both modern organizations and
everyday life.
The most comprehensive, reality-based review of
organizational behavior of its kind, this volume
prepares readers to explain and predict behavior in
organizations at three levelsthe individual, the group,
and the organization system. Features a lively,
conversational style, extensive examples, case
applications, skill-building modules, Ethical Dilemma
exercises, Myth or Science? boxes, and more.
Values, Attitudes, and Job Satisfaction. Personality
and Emotions. Perception and Individual Decision
Making. Basic Motivation Concepts. Motivation:
From Concepts to Applications. Understanding Work
Teams. Communication. Basic Approaches to
Leadership. Contemporary Issues in Leadership.
Power and Politics. Conflict and Negotiation.
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Technology and Work Design. Human Resource
Policies and Practices. Organizational Culture.
Organizational Change and Stress Management. For
anyone interested in organizational behavior,
organizational psychology, or human relations.
Long considered the standard for all organizational
behavior textbooks, Organizational Behavior
provides the research you want, in the language
your students understand. This text continues its
tradition of making current, relevant research come
alive for students. The Sixteenth Edition has been
thoroughly updated to reflect the most current recent
research for Organizational Behavior, while
maintaining its hallmark features -clear writing style,
cutting-edge content, and engaging pedagogy.
There's a reason why Robbins textbooks have
educated millions of students and have been
translated into twenty languages--and it's because of
a commitment that provides the kind of engaging,
cutting-edge material that helps students understand
and connect with Organizational Behavior. For
undergraduate and graduate courses in
Organizational Behavior MyManagementLab for
Organizational Behavior is a total learning package.
MyManagementLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program that truly engages
students in learning. It helps students better prepare
for class, quizzes, and exams--resulting in better
performance in the course--and provides educators
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a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and
class progress. This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience-for you and your
students. Here's how: Personalize Learning with
MyManagementLab: Inspire the exchange of new
ideas and foster intriguing discussions with the
abundant resources found in MyManagementLab.
Help Students Better Understand Their Behavioral
and Interpersonal Skills: Personal Self-assessment
library (S.A.L) is a learning tool that includes 69
research-based self-assessments. Keep Your Class
Current and Relevant: The most substantial updating
ever:Every chapter of the Sixteenth Edition contains
new or updated features. Note: You are purchasing
a standalone product; MyLab does not come
packaged with this content. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyLab search
for ISBN-10: 0133802019/ISBN-13: 9780133802016.
That package includes ISBN-10:
0133507645/ISBN-13: 9780133507645 and
ISBN-10: 0133543897/ISBN-13: 9780133543896.
MyLab is not a self-paced technology and should
only be purchased when required by an instructor.
World experts in amorphous carbon have been
drawn together to produce this comprehensive
commentary on the current state and future
prospects of amorphous carbon, a highly functional
material. Amorphous carbon has a wide range of
properties that are primarily controlled by the
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different bond hybridisations possible in such
materials. This allows for the growth of an extensive
range of thin films that can be tailored for specific
applications. Films can range from those with high
transparency and which are hard and diamond-like,
through to those which are opaque, soft and
graphitic-like. Application areas including field
emission cathodes, MEMs, electronic devices,
medical and optical coatings are now close to
market.
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the
Pursuit of Happiness in America Set in an addicts'
halfway house and a tennis academy, and featuring
the most endearingly screwed-up family to come
along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential
questions about what entertainment is and why it
has come to so dominate our lives; about how our
desire for entertainment affects our need to connect
with other people; and about what the pleasures we
choose say about who we are. Equal parts
philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite
Jest bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for
a moment its own entertainment value. It is an
exuberant, uniquely American exploration of the
passions that make us human - and one of those
rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can
do. "The next step in fiction...Edgy, accurate, and
darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think
Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
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Covers the key elements of organizational
behaviour. The text aims to develop student skills
further by covering all the key topics and supporting
them further with a companion website and a selfassessment library. Supplements include an
Instructor's CD-Rom; with Test Item File, Instructor's
Manual and PowerPoint slides, and a video.
Make better decisions – every day, everywhere! Decide
and Conquer, Second Edition brings together all the
practical skills you need to do just that. This quick,
concise book identifies every key obstacle to quality
decision-making and shows exactly how to overcome
them. You'll discover how your personality impacts your
decision-making, why instincts and experience can lead
you astray, how to simplify complex decisions without
oversimplifying them and much more. Renowned
management author Dr. Stephen P. Robbins translates
cutting-edge research findings about human behavior
and decision-making into language anyone can
understand – and act upon. In this Second Edition, he
provides many new and updated examples, updated
research, and new coverage, including these crucial new
topics: Are you a Maximizer or a Satisficer – and what it
means for your decision-making Overcoming the
familiarity bias, adaptation bias, and fear-of-loss bias
How to stop throwing good money after bad Knowing
when doing nothing is your best option Accounting for
gendered decision-making styles Decide and Conquer,
Second Edition covers everything from goal-setting and
risk-taking to overconfidence to procrastination, and
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offers indispensable insights for overcoming the multiple
biases that are built into all human decision-makers.
You'll use Robbins' powerful techniques to improve every
decision you make – about your relationships, career,
finances, everything!
In the Third Edition of the bestselling book, The Truth
About Managing People, bestselling author Stephen
Robbins shares even more proven principles for handling
virtually every management challenge. Robbins delivers
61 real solutions for the make-or-break problems faced
by every manager. Readers will learn how to overcome
the true obstacles to teamwork; why too much
communication can be as dangerous as too little; how to
improve your hiring and employee evaluations; how to
heal "layoff survivor sickness"; how to manage a diverse
culture; and ways to lead effectively in a digital world.
New truths include: how to nurture friendly employees,
forget about age stereotypes, first impressions count, be
a good citizen, techniques for managing a diverse age
group, and ethical leadership among others.
Building on the success of the previous edition and the
running theme that OB is forEveryone, this new edition
presents all the essential topics in Organizational
Behavior in a concise and readable format.
Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour, Fourth
Canadian Edition, helps students make the connections
between the subject, the world of research that supports
OB, and students' everyday lives, both now and in their
future careers.
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